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Sunday Closed

info@nailsandbrows.me

020 7499 5245

31 Berkeley Street Mayfair, London W1J 8EJ
www.nailsandbrows.me

nailsandbrowsmayfair



MANICURES

We have curated a menu of the most effective nail treatments, sourced the best 
vegan, non-toxic products, and hand-picked a team of the best experts, put them 
through our beauty boot camp training to deliver the ultimate nail treatments. 

We recommend new clients have an in-depth manicure which will allow us 
to clean and perfect their nails followed by weekly maintenance treatments 
thereafter. 
 
File & Polish  £28.00
File, shape, and polish. (15 mins)

Twenty Minute Manicure £39.00
The quick maintenance manicure; nails trimmed, shaped and buffed,  
luxe hand cream applied, finishing off with a fresh pop of colour. (20 mins) 

Male Manicure  £50.00
This treatment includes cutting, filing, and buffing the nails, cuticle grooming, 
hands are deeply exfoliated followed by a relaxing hand massage to finish.  
No polish (25 mins) 

Haute Manicure  £53.00
A fresh glossy manicure. Nails are shaped, cuticles gently pushed back  
and tidied, skin deeply exfoliated and hydrated with a luxe hand cream  
before finishing off with a fresh pop of colour. (40 mins) 

CND Shellac Manicure  £66.00
Looking for a manicure that will last through busy workdays? This manicure  
will stay shiny and chip free for up to 14 days with zero drying time.  
Includes flawless filing and cuticle work, exfoliation, as well as a relaxing  
hand and arm massage. (45 mins) 

NEW! Non-Toxic Gel Manicure  £66.00
Using vegan, non-toxic gel polish that is easily removed just like regular  
polish. Nails are cut, filed to shape, cuticles pushed back and gently tidied 
followed by a brightening exfoliator and luxe hand cream. This clean  
gel polish lasts up to 10 days. (45 mins)

Nails & Brows Signature Manicure  £77.00
The ultimate manicure. Nails are shaped, cuticles immaculately tidied,  
hands deeply exfoliated before a luxuriously heated paraffin mask is applied 
to intensely rehydrate, followed by an extended hand & arm massage and 
perfectly applied polish to finish. (55 mins) 

NEW! CBD Wellness Manicure  £73.00
Using the world’s finest CBD products, we are excited to nurse your hands  
back to full health with superior products by KLORIS. CBD products are 
well regarded by many as an alternative medicine to help ease symptoms 
of inflammation, joint pain and anxiety whilst also providing calmness and 
relaxation. The perfect antidote for stress and daily wear and tear and also 
includes a fresh pop of colour. (50 mins) 

NEW! IBX Nail Strengthening Manicure  £67.00
If your nails are looking damaged, dry, and tired, be it through over-use of 
gels (or too much hard work), then this treatment is for you. Flawless shaping 
and gentle cuticle work, followed by an IBX nail strengthening treatment. IBX 
uses conditioning molecules that bond together and penetrate the nail plates 
by filling in gaps and ridges providing a protective shield to prevent nails from 
further breakage. Includes the application of a polish to finish. (45 mins)

Add-ons Hands
Luxuriously Heated Paraffin Wax £18.00
IBX Nail Strengthening Treatment £15.00 
French Finish £10.00
CND Shellac Finish £10.00
Chic, Minimal Nail Art From £10.00
Single Nail Repair From £10.00 
Shellac Removal £10.00 
Gel Polish Removal £15.00 
Acrylic/Hard Gel Removal From £30.00
Neck & Shoulder Massage £17.00 

PEDICURES

Our pedicures are, without a doubt, the Rolls Royce of pedicure treatments. 
Clients can expect to get their nails trimmed and filed, feet soaked in a 
deliciously warm foot bath to ease tension and soften the skin. Cuticles tided 
and hard skin removed with thorough exfoliation to leave feet feeling soft 
and supple. A relaxing massage to calm and soothe stressed soles, using our 
nourishing and hydrating lotion then, a fresh pop of colour is applied leaving 
utterly phenomenal feet.

Haute Pedicure  £66.00
Nails are trimmed and filed to shape, cuticles gently pushed back, and  
tidied, hard skin extensively removed before feet are deeply exfoliated  
then massaged with a luxurious cream and finished with perfectly painted  
polish. (45 mins) 

Male Pedicure  £59.00
Nails are trimmed and filed to shape, cuticles extensively tidied, hard skin 
removed, feet deeply exfoliated then smothered with a luxe foot cream ready 
for a relaxing massage. No polish to finish. (40 mins) 

CND Shellac Pedicure  £78.00
Nails are trimmed and filed to shape, cuticles gently pushed back, and  
tidied, hard skin extensively removed before feet are deeply exfoliated  
and massaged with luxe cream and finished with perfectly applied Shellac 
polish. Flawless, glossy nails with zero drying time. (50 mins) 

NEW! Non-Toxic Gel Pedicure £78.00
The first clean alternative to gel polish that removes like a regular nail polish.  
Nails are trimmed and filed to shape, cuticles gently pushed back, and tidied.  
Hard skin extensively removed before feet are deeply exfoliated and massaged  
with luxe cream. Finished with non-toxic gel polish. (50 mins)

Nails & Brows Signature Pedicure  £85.00
A must for neglected feet. Nails are trimmed and filed to shape, cuticles 
immaculately tidied, feet are then deeply exfoliated and hard skin extensively 
removed. A warming paraffin wax intensely hydrates skin before feet are  
treated to a therapeutic massage and nails are finished with polish. (60 mins) 

NEW! CBD Wellness Pedicure  £85.00
This pedicure combines healing properties of pure, plant-based CBD  
products with expert nail and foot care. A deeply relaxing, grooming,  
and therapeutic treatment which is finished with classic polish. (60 mins)  
Add Shellac Polish for £10.00

Add-ons Feet
Luxuriously Warm Paraffin Wax £18.00
French Finish £10.00 
Shellac Finish £10.00
Callus Removal £18.00
Shellac Removal £10.00 
Gel Polish Removal £21.00 
 

Cancellation Policy
Due to limited availability, we request 24 hours to cancel or reschedule booked appointments. 

Missed appointments and last minute cancellations will incur a charge of 100% of the cost of your appointment.
For treatments booked on the day, a 50% non-refundable deposit is required to secure your appointment.



BROWS

We promise a personalised service where we focus on repairing over-tweezed, 
over-waxed, un-styled brows. Often, this will mean starting from scratch and 
following a monthly regime of shaping appointments to achieve a softer, natural 
finish. In-between salon visits, styling advice and products will be recommended 
by our dedicated experts. 

Brow Tidy  £35.00
Get your eyebrows neat and tidy with threading, waxing, or tweezing.  
(15 mins)

Brow Tint*  £26.00
Tint your brow hairs a shade or two darker using a natural vegetable dye.  
Even finer, lighter hairs will pick up the dye, making brows look naturally fuller. 
(15 mins) 

Virgin Brows  £41.00
A deceptively natural look. Subtle shaping techniques are used to create  
the appearance of brows that have never been shaped. (20 mins)

Brow Reshape  £48.00
A bespoke brow reshape using threading, trimming, tweezing or waxing.  
(20 mins)

Brow Makeover*  £62.00
A personalised brow reshape and tint tailored to suit your exacting needs.  
Your dedicated brow expert will colour-match you with our award-winning 
brow products – Beauty Edit Mayfair and teach you how to use them  
correctly. (30 mins) 

The Audrey Brow*  £62.00
This Signature brow shape is one of the most sought-after styles in the world. 
Originally Inspired by Audrey Hepburn, this timeless and elegant shape  
is the creation of Sherrille Riley, celebrity brow expert and founder of  
Nails & Brows Mayfair. It instantly lifts the face thus creating an effortless,  
natural look. Includes a brow tint and expertly applied brow makeup by  
Beauty Edit Mayfair. (30 mins)

Eyes Wide Open*  £85.00
A customised brow and lash tint followed by an exacting brow reshape  
and expertly applied brow products. (45 mins) 

Brow Lift  £115.00
An innovative technique used to create fuller, brushed-up brows. This involves 
straightening the brow hairs to tame and set them in place for a feathery,  
natural style. Includes brow tint & tidy. (60 mins) 

NEW! Brow & Lash Lift*  £215.00
A truly indulgent eye treatment, which combines the lash and brow lift  
treatments to give eye-opening results. (105 mins)

Microblading & Microfeathering*  £995.00
This highly sought-after brow treatment involves the latest nano needle 
technology and microblading techniques to create ultra-fine hair strokes that 
beautifully enhance the natural brows. A game-changing treatment that is 
perfect for those with little or no brow hairs but want a natural-looking brow 
shape. Includes a top up treatment within eight weeks of 1st treatment.

An in-store consultation and allergy test are required 48 hours prior to having 
this treatment. £55.00 (Redeemable against treatment)

THREADING OR WAXING

Upper Lip/Chin £19.00
Upper Lip & Chin £28.00
Sides of Face £24.00
Full face not including brows £72.00 

LASH TREATMENTS

We specialise in individual eyelash extensions ensuring each lash is expertly 
applied to compliment our clients unique features. 

Our highly trained lash experts will lift, tint or extend your natural lashes to 
compliment your natural lashes.

Lash Tint*  £30.00

Lash Lift & Tint*  £105.00
Your natural lashes, but better. This lash enhancing treatment boosts your  
natural lashes, avoiding the need for lash extensions. Lash lift and tinted 
for eye-opening results that lasts up to three months. (60 mins) 

Customised Lash Extensions* Full Set  £200.00
Our lash expert will create a bespoke set of lashes to complement your eyes 
using our advanced hybrid technique. Extensions are carefully applied one at 
a time using a specially formulated, semi-permanent adhesive that will prevent 
irritation or damage to your natural lashes. (120 mins) 

Half Set  £125.00
(75 mins)

In-fills  From £75.00 
Returning customers 2 – 3 weeks (60 mins)

Lash Extension Removal  From £28.00

BODY WAXING

1/2 Leg £43.00
Full Leg £69.00
Forearms £35.00
Full Arm £48.00
Underarms £30.00
Bikini Line £38.00
High Bikini £48.00
Brazilian £62.00
Hollywood £67.00
Chest Wax £56.00
Back Wax £60.00 

Gift Vouchers Available For All Treatments.

*An allergy test is required 48 hours prior to having selected treatments. These include; Lash Lift, Brow Lift, Lash Tint, Brow Tint, Customised 
Lash Extensions, Microblading, Brow Makeover, The Audrey Brow and Eyes Wide Open.

Events & Boutique Hire
Our team of experts are available for VIP hire and private events, including product and press launches. Email: info@nailsandbrows.me


